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Over 15 years putting best-practice decision science into the 

real world by helping large organisations – public and private 

– make hard decisions

Such as: 

• 3M 

• BHP 

• Australian Defence Force

• New Zealand Ministry of Transport

• Department of Finance

Achieving results in sectors including: 

• Health 

• Defence

• Manufacturing 

• Oil and gas

Owner, CEO and Technical Director of Catalyze APAC
(and husband, father of two, singer and wine enjoyer)

Transforming the way the world makes decisions that matter

…bringing clarity and confidence to every decision

(and fixing the world’s bad scoring systems)



Two ideas: 

1. Structured Decision Making is 

great for seeing past the urgent 

to the important

2. You can assess short & long 

term issues on a common basis 

with structured decision 

making

An action: to help make 

better business decisions



Every problem can be solved with Structured Decision Making



On a scale of 0 to 10 
does this look like the 
worst holiday ever or 
the best?

0 = worst holiday

10 = best holiday

Image credit: https://www.ship-technology.com/news/covid-19-australia-criminal-inquiry-ruby-princess/





On a scale of 0 to 10 is this a great idea 
or a terrible idea?

0 = terrible idea

10 = great idea





Why is decision making hard? 
Status quo bias Many opinions

Availability bias Uncertainty



Core Principles



• The cart goes after the horse – agreement first

• HOW to decide is less contentious than WHAT

• There’s no emotion in process

• Provides common ground when conversations 
get tough

Process before content

Unlock the action:

For your chosen case, write down the five major steps 

needed to get to a decision – starting with the last step



• Decision science, psychology, economics, 
mathematics, data…. more!

• 2 + 2 ≠ 5

• Social (and emotional) & technical aspects

• Decisions need to ‘feel’ right and stick

Academic rigour

Unlock the action:

For your chosen case, identify the items of data that might support your 

decision and classify them into: 1. use directly, 2. score, 3. constraint



• There’s more room in the tent than you might think

• Social / group participation 

= clarity, confidence & commitment

• Diversity reduces impact of bias

• Set up for success

Active stakeholder participation

Unlock the action:

List the stakeholders in your example decision and rank the level of impact the 

decision will have on them: 1 (minimal impact) to 4 (major impact).

Starting with the 4s, review decision process from Principle 1 and write down how 

each level 4 stakeholder can be part of each step



• Don’t ignore what you (all) really care about

• All decisions have multiple trade-offs

• If the decision feels wrong, you might be missing 
an intangible value

Intangible and tangible value

Unlock the action:

List all the ways that your decision provides value – start with tangible 

and then keep looking, think about your level 3 and 4 stakeholders, 

what do they care about?



Core Principles



Structured Decision 

Making



Better business decision 
making

• Decision making is hard!

• Structured Decision Making solves 
business problems

• Structured Decision Making is great for 
seeing past the urgent to the 
important

• You can assess short & long term 
issues on a common basis with 
structured decision making

• Four core principles and actions

• So what? - worksheet




